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Epidemiological analysis of diseases and mortality of the population living in areas around Semipalatinsk test
site is not only theoretically interesting in terms of the human being genetics, but is important for the health-care in
practice, since it allows correct planning the scope of medical social aid to the sick people and their families, including
prophylactic measures. Assessment of posterior consequences of low dose radiation effect on health of the population of
the areas around the former Semipaltinsk nuclear test site is of a special interest.

Many underground, atmospheric and above-ground tests of nuclear weapon resulted in a significant increase of
the oncologic and blood diseases rate among several generations of the effected people. Moreover, consequences of the
above-ground and atmospheric tests of nuclear and hydrogen weapon will show up in the next century, taking into ac-
count the fact that the "open" tests were ceased only at the middle of 60-th.

The most beneficial methods, that allow obtaining information about the dynamics rate of morbidity, mortality,
inherent intelligence defects, spontaneous aborts and other indexes, are those which are described in either the contem-
porary papers or in the previously developed accounting records.

We conducted all-round scrutiny of the records of medical and prophylactic institutions of Karaganda region
(people's education organizations, regional administration on health services, local health services departments), using
information about frequency of appealing to doctors, obtained from the primary accounting records, and data of special
medical examinations conducted by many groups of doctors of different fields and data of the autopsy within 1980-
1992 years.

The birth rate of children with the inherent intelligence defects was determined according to the accounting rec-
ords of the new-born children within 1986-1992 years.

A rate of the spontaneous aborts within 1980-1989 in Karaganda region and within 1989-1992 in districts of the
region was studied according to the archival records of the regional administration of the health-protection department,
local health services departments and the maternity advice bureaus,.

Analysis of perinatal mortality was carried out based on the records on autopsy conducted within 1985-1992
years.

The highest rate (730) of morbidity among 10.000 people was recorded in Egindibulak district, which is 3 times
as much as that of Nurinsk district that is not considered to be within the former Semipalatinsk test site area. The mor-
bidity rate among children in Egindibulak and Karkaralinsk is continuously increasing. Among 10.000 children, the rate
is 784 and 693 accordingly. For comparison, the rate in Nurinsk is 419.

The nervous system and sense receptors morbidity rate among 1000 adult people was 52.1-105 in Egindibulak
district, 58- in Karkaralinsk district, 51- in Nurinsk district. Among children, the rate was 55.0, 58.2 and 34.9 accord-
ingly.

The inherent intelligence defects (IID) rate varies within a wide range.

Within the period of investigations, a high rate of the HD among 1000 children was observed. It was 2.4 in Egin-
dibulak district, 2.8- in Karkaralinsk district. The rates exceed the indexes in Nurinsk district (0.4).

The two-fold increase of the oncodiseases rate was revealed among children. For example, the rate among 1000
people in Nurinsk district was 0.08, in Egindibulak district- 0.5, in Karakalinsk district- 0.5.

The new-born children mortality rate, who are under 1 year, was 22.4 (among 1000 children) in Egindibulak
district, 20.2- in Karkaralinsk district and 18.0- in Nurinsk district. The rate in the region was 17.8.

The rate of spontaneous aborts in Egindibulak district was 9.99% and exceeded the average rate in the region and
indexes of other regions.

One may try to mainly assess the dynamics rate of the hereditary pathology of mutation, using the accounting re-
cords of the IID, oncologic morbidity, spontaneous aborts, and indirect evaluation of infantile mortality recorded in
archival materials of medical institutions.
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For example, 40-45% of the general number of recorded spontaneous aborts are revealed by chromosome and
gene mutations. One may assume that not less than 50% totally of spontaneous aborts are caused by genetic effects,
taking into account the gene fatal mutations. As to the origin of the IID, it is accurately revealed in the maternity hospi-
tal, and its rate is 50% in terms of the hereditary factors.

Genetic factors for infantile perinatal mortality are 30%.

Generalized data about the effect of the hereditary factors on the pathology of a human being show the following
averaged values of the hereditary factors: 70% of spontaneous aborts (not less than 50% of them are caused by new
mutations), 50% of the IID (not less than 25% of them are caused by new mutations), 30% of perinatal dead people
(about 15% of them are caused by new mutations), 100% of Dawn's disease (almost all of them are caused by new
mutations).

Thus, the data obtained during the investigations show a negative effect of the chronic low dose radiation on the
health conditions of people.

Affections of genetic structures of somatic cells may damage the health of a human being. It results in not only
regeneration of body cells, but it causes substantial changes of cells and tissues, brought about by mutations.

There are some people, among the human being population, who have different resistance to the mutagenic fac-
tors. In this connection, special attention should be paid to those people who have instability of genome. However, up to
present time, there were no any methods that would allow evaluating a large circle of population, separating those of
them who are subjected to the genome instability in order to single out specific groups of the genetic hazard. Many
people considered a micronuclear test to be a suitable one for monitoring. People with the inherent diseases and ab-
normalities from the areas around Semipalatinsk test site were examined.

A micronuclear analysis of people with the inherent diseases of the nervous system (inherent and degenerative
and chromosome diseases) was conducted by us. Twenty- five people with gepatocerebral dystrophy, 25 people with
the IID, 25 people with other inherent diseases of nervous system, 10 people with Dawn's disease, 25 people with peri-
antal pathology of nervous system, control group consisting of 25 people with cerebrovoscular pathology and 25
healthy people at ages of 20-35 were examined.

People with hepatocerebral dystrophy, IID, Dawn's disease and other inherent and degenerative diseases of
nervous system have a larger number of the revealed micronuclei, according to the data obtained by us, in comparison
with the control group of the examined people.

The people with a larger number of micronuclei in erythrocytes were examined again in a month, and a continu-
ous increase of micronuclei in erythrocytes of peripheral blood was observed.

Thus, generation of micronuclei is closely connected with cytogenetic affections in organism.

The data obtained during our investigations give a certain idea about the genetic apparatus of somatic cells of or-
ganism.

Micronuclear test allows revealing people with an increased rate of hazard, who are considered to have non-
stable genome as a result of long-term chronic effect of radiation.

The data obtained during our investigations show a negative effect of the chronic low dose radiation on the ge-
netic apparatus and health of population living in ecologically unfavorable districts.

Medical and genetic assessment of the inherent defects of children was initiated since 1956 year. Since that time,
a systematic obtaining of data, that allow tracing the dynamics of this genetic category, is being carried out. In 1956
year, 4% of children with the inherent defects was observed; 5.06%- in 1962-1966, 9.4%- in 1974, 10.5%- in 1977-
1980 years. The obtained data show a noticeable increase of the inherent defect rate of children within 1956-1980 years.
During 24 years, the rate doubled.

Generally, appearance of the people with genetic defects is a big social problem. The number of the people with
genetic defects equals to 1/10 through 1/20 of the total number of newborn people, which are the hundreds of millions
of people. Some of them die, and the others are continuously sick (without a recovery) after being born.

However, notwithstanding that the number of people with genetic defects is exactly determined, the point of its
dynamics during the next 30 years is not clear.

The number of people with genetic defects shows that this generation of people is subjected to a great influence
of mutations arisen nowadays. Preservation of the humankind's health is explained by the fact that the dominant muta-
tions cannot be inherited. Every next generation is basically born by the people who do not have genetic defects.
Mainly, recessive genetic defects can be inherited.

Genetic stability of a human being is explained by the fact that every each generation is basically born by phe-
notypically normal people. Such situation is considered to be stable till the environment, surrounding a human being,
preserves its natural conditions. In case if it is contaminated, and number of mutagens in the environment will be in-
creasing, then it may happen so that the rate of natural mutations appearance will be increasing and even doubled, as,
for example, in Semipalatinsk test-site area.
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